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Abstract. Multiple neighboring organs or structures captured in med-
ical images are frequently represented by labeling the underlying image
domain (e.g. labeling a brain image into white matter, gray matter, cere-
brospinal fluid, etc). However, given the different sources of uncertain-
ties in shape boundaries (e.g. tissue heterogeneity, partial volume effect,
fuzzy image processing and segmentation results), it is favorable to adopt
a probabilistic labeling approach. In many medical image analysis tasks,
it is necessary that shapes are properly manipulated, e.g. optimized (i.e.
segmentation), de-noised, interpolated, or statistically analyzed (e.g. us-
ing principle component analysis). Formulating a representation that not
only captures the uncertainty in shapes, but also facilitates algebraic ma-
nipulations, is therefore a desirable goal. In this work, we extend the label
space multi-shape representation of Malcolm et al. [1] to the barycentric
label space, which describes a proper invertible mapping between prob-
ability vectors and label space. Our method uses the probability vectors
as barycentric coefficients describing arbitrary labels in label space and a
non-singular matrix inversion to map points in label space to probability
vectors. We demonstrate how the conversion errors are eliminated com-
pared to the original label space approach, and demonstrate the effect
of these errors in the context of smoothing, linear shape statistics, and
uncertainty calculation, on artificial objects and brain image data.

1 Introduction

1.1 Sources of uncertain shapes

There are numerous sources of uncertainties in shape boundaries. The underly-
ing tissue itself may be heterogeneous or, as Udupa and Grevera call it, graded
decomposition [2], and hence the boundaries are ill-defined to start with. Medical
image acquisition artifacts and limitations, such as noise, motion blurring, point
spread function, partial volume effect due to limited resolution, and background
inhomogeneity, typically cause crisp boundaries between tissues to appear un-
clear or uncertain in the captured images. Further, several image segmentation
algorithms are intentionally designed to output fuzzy or probabilistic results
and uncertain shapes. For example, Zhang et al. use Gaussian mixture models
(GMM) of image intensity and calculate the likelihood of each pixel belonging
to one of several classes using maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) esti-
mates [3]. Grady’s approach to probabilistic segmentation is by calculating the



probabilities of a random walker, initialized at a pixel, ending up at the seeds
of a particular class [4]. In [5], Kohli et al calculated the uncertainty in graph
cuts based segmentation solutions. Furthermore, even with manual delineation
of structures and organs from medical images, estimating uncertainty in shape
boundaries is useful to capture inter- and intra-rater variability. The STAPLE
algorithm of Warfield et al. [6] incorporates the variability between raters when
evaluating image segmentation algorithms. The work of Udupa and Grevera also
explored the sources of fuzziness in digital images and strongly motivated not ig-
noring these uncertainties in the subsequent analysis and decision-making steps
[2].

1.2 Processing and analysis of fuzzy shapes

There have been numerous works on fuzzy and probabilistic shape represen-
tations, speaking to the increasing popularity of manipulating and processing
uncertain shapes. In 1985, Rosenfeld and Haber examined how to measure the
perimeter of a fuzzy set [7]. Several years later (1991), Pal et al. proposed a
fuzzy version of the medial axis transform [8]. In 1997, Rosenfeld presented a
study on fuzzy geometry [9]. More than a decade ago, Udupa and co-workers
began exploring fuzzy connectedness for object definition [10, 11]. In 2005, Bloch
presented a review of fuzzy spatial relationships for image processing and inter-
pretation [12]. In the same year, Chanussot et al. examined shape signatures of
fuzzy shapes [13]. Sladoje et al. estimated moments of objects with fuzzy bor-
ders [14], and showed how surface area, volume, and roundness measures are
estimated with higher precision when fuzzy (not crisp) boundaries are used [15].
More recently (2009), Sladoje and Lindblad examined how fuzzy boundaries can
be used to obtain high precision boundary length estimates [16]. In their 2008
work, Saad et al. used the probabilistic segmentation of random walkers to cal-
culate segmentation uncertainty and leveraged the low uncertainty pixel in a
learning approach that improves the segmentation [17].

1.3 Crisp or fuzzy, binary or multi-label shape representation

Shapes may be represented in many ways and a full review is beyond the scope
of this paper. In short, shape representations may be implicit (e.g. level-sets) or
explicit (e.g. landmarks); medial (e.g. m-reps) or boundary-based (e.g. spherical
harmonics or splines); and, more relevant to this current work, binary or multi-
shape (or multi-label); and crisp (or hard) or fuzzy (or probabilistic, uncertainty-
encoding, etc). Given the importance and applications of probabilistic represen-
tation of shapes, several approaches to representing shape uncertainty, probabil-
ity or fuzziness, have been proposed. We highlight some of the important works
in this area. We begin our review of state-of-the-art by summarizing some key
crisp binary and multi-label representations.

Characteristic function or binary maps The characteristic function (or
binary map) χ : Rd → {0, 1} is used to represent a single binary shape, i.e. n=2



(object vs. background), where n is the number of labels or shape classes, and
d is the image dimensionality (e.g. d=2 for 2D images). By definition, χ(x) is
1 inside the shape, i.e. if pixel x is interior to the shape, and 0 outside. The
set of possible labels assigned to each pixel x is therefore Ln = L2 = {0, 1}.
Characteristic functions were generalized to multi-shape (n > 2) in [18], in which
a vector image is used, i.e. χ : Rd → {0, 1}n, where each image channel or layer
represents one shape. The labels of this multi-label crisp representation can be
interpreted as the vertices of an (n− 1) dimensional simplex with an orthogonal
corner1, e.g. L3 = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1)}, L4 = {(0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)},
etc.

Signed Distance Function The characteristic function χ can be represented
using a level set of a function φ. Typically, φ is chosen as the signed distance
function (SDF) of the shape boundary, and χ would be the region enclosed
within the zero level set of φ. By definition, φ(x) is positive outside the shape
(i.e. when χ(x) = 0), negative inside, and zero along the shape boundary C =
{x ∈ Rd|φ(x) = 0}. A multi-label image (n > 2) can be represented, via a simple
extension, by layering n distinct SDFs as proposed in [18]. In [19], Mansouri et
al. used n−1 SDFs {φi}n−1

i=1 , to represent the n labels, where each χi is taken as
the region inside the zero level set of the ith SDF and, at the same time, outside
all previous SDFs. The final region χn is the region outside the zero level sets of
all other SDFs φi, i 6= n. Formally, according to [19], the characteristic function
for the ith region is defined as

χi = H(φi)1−δ(n−i)
i−1∏
k=1

(1−H(φk)) (1)

where H(.) and δ(.) are the Heaviside step and Dirac delta functions, respec-
tively. This partitioning guarantees unambiguous representation of n regions
using n − 1 SDFs. Given that H(φ(x)) can either be 0 or 1 at non-boundary
pixels, Vese and Chan used this property to create a binary encoding of up to n
labels using only ceil(log2(n)) level set functions [20]. The reader is referred to
[21] and the references within for other alternative multi-label formulations.

Bernoulli and categorical distribution Shifting our attention to representa-
tions that allow for fuzzy labels, we begin with the simpler two-class case. Here,
the binary characteristic function χ(x) ∈ {0, 1} is substituted by the Bernoulli
distribution with a probability function p : Rd → [0, 1], where p(x) measures
the probability of pixel x being along or enclosed within the object’s boundary,
and 1− p(x) measures the likelihood of x positioned exterior to the shape. The

1 A simplex with an orthogonal corner is not a regular simplex but rather one in
which hyperfaces adjacent to one of the simplex vertices are pairwise orthogonal.
An orthogonal simplex is a generalization of a right triangle to higher dimensions,
whereas a regular simplex is a generalization of an equilateral triangle.



possible labels are, therefore, given by L2 = {(p, 1−p)t|p ∈ [0, 1]}, where (.)t de-
notes transposition. This representation has been recently used by Cremers et al.
within the context of convex shape optimization [22]. Extending this approach
to multi-label essentially amounts to replacing the Bernoulli with the categorical
distribution, where, simply, a vector of n probabilities p : Rd → [0, 1]n is assigned
to every pixel, which yields Ln = {(p1, p2, . . . , pn)t|pi ∈ [0, 1] ∧

∑n
i=1 pi = 1}.

An important problem with the aforementioned approaches is that the repre-
sentations do not form a vector space. For example, the addition of two SDFs is
not necessarily a valid SDF, and similarly for the layered characteristic functions.
Although, as shown by Cremers et al. in [22], feasible solutions are obtained from
convex combinations of probability vectors, for general linear combinations, they
do not form a vector space. Therefore, it is not straightforward to perform alge-
braic manipulations of these shape representations. Further, the layered SDFs
and the layered characteristic functions are not designed to encodes uncertainty.
Furthermore, in the layered characteristic functions approach, the ‘background’
label is typically represented as the 0 label (0, 0, 0, . . . , 0)t and is hence posi-
tioned at the origin of the orthogonal simplex. This causes a bias with respect
to the background during shape manipulation (e.g. segmentation or smoothing),
since the background is a unit distance from any other label, e.g. (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0)t,
whereas any two non-background labels are separated by a distance of

√
2. Other

disadvantages with the layered approaches are that they consider labels indepen-
dently and that the space complexity increases linearly with n (or logarithmically
in the case of using a binary encoding, as in [20]).

Unit-hyperspherical labels To reduce the spatial demand of the layered ap-
proaches, rather than mapping the crisp labels to the vertices of an (n − 1)
dimensional orthogonal simplex, Babalola and Cootes distributed the n labels
as vectors on the surface of a hypersphere [23]. The dimensionality of the hyper-
sphere can be any positive integer but in practice it is kept relatively small, e.g.
a circle S1 in 2D or a sphere S2 in 3D. Besides the fact that this representation
does not form a vector space, the difficulty with this approach lies in how to
decide which vector to assign to each label. This is not a trivial task given that
linear combinations of pairs or triplets of labels at boundaries and junctions of
different classes should not be mistaken with any other label. This issue was not
completely addressed in [23], but rather a mapping was adopted that places the
background label at the origin and all other labels maximally separated on the
unit hypersphere.

LogOdds The logarithm of odds ratio (LogOdds) method has been proposed to
provide a label representation that not only encodes label uncertainty but also
ensures a closed label space under addition and scalar multiplication [24]. In
LogOdds, each of the first n−1 entries of the label probability vector is mapped
to logit(pi) = log( pi

1−
Pn−1

i=1 pi
), whereas the nth entry is ignored as it always maps

to log(pn/pn) = 0, i.e. Ln = {(logit(p1), logit(p2), . . . , logit(pn−1))t|pi ∈ (0, 1)}.
In LogOdds, maximally uncertain labels, i.e. pi = 1/n ∀i, suitable for defining



boundaries between classes, end up as the zero level set of the logit function,
since logit(1/n) = log( 1/n

1−(n−1)(1/n) ) = log(1) = 0. This is reminiscent of how
boundaries are the zero level sets of SDFs. Given the existence of an inv(logit(.)),
namely the generalized logistic function [24], a homeomorphism exists between
the probability space and the LogOdds space, and hence the vector space struc-
ture of the latter is induced on the former. Since the LogOdds space is equivalent
to Rn−1, it is closed under addition, whereas the SDF is not. Also, as shown
in [24], the LogOdds representation is also closed under scalar multiplication.
Although powerful, the LogOdds method has several disadvantages worth sum-
marizing. First, it is not suitable for representing certain (or crisp) labels, i.e.
whenever ∃i 3−− pi = 1, since log(0/1) or log(1/0) causes singularities. Second,
a specific normalization must be performed so that the likelihood in Bayes rule
integrates to unity and make the addition operation compatible with Bayes’ rule
[24, 1, 25]. Third, LogOdds assume image pixels are independently distributed
[24], an assumption not easily justifiable for highly structured data. Fourth, the
choice of intermediate mapping (e.g. smoothing the characteristic function to
arrive at probability fields, or using the SDF as a LogOdds representation) may
yield erroneous likelihoods [25].

1.4 Label space

More recently, Malcolm et al. presented label space for representing multi-object
labeled data and addressed the aforementioned problems [1, 25]. We focus on this
approach more than others, as our proposed method is closely related to it. La-
bel space forms a vector space thus enabling algebraic manipulations. It is also
capable of encoding uncertainty in labels, as well as encoding completely certain
labels without encountering any singularities. It does not require arbitrary map-
pings or normalization and it does not produce bias towards any of the labels.
Those are several strong properties that, arguably, outweigh it’s spatial demands
that increase linearly with the number of labels n; namely, n − 1 values at ev-
ery pixel. In label space, all possible labels are mapped to a regular simplex in
n−1 dimensions, of which the certain labels are mapped to the n vertices of the
simplex, i.e. label with probabilities p = (p1, p2, p3, . . . , pn)t = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0)t is
mapped to the first vertex2 l1, p = (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0)t to the second vertex l2,. . .,
p = (0, 0, 0, . . . , 1)t to the nth and last vertex ln. Note that these crisp labels
correspond to simplex vertices li which are equally separated in space3. Also

2 We use the same notation li as in [1], but it should be understood that li ∈ Ln ⊂
Rn−1 is a vector of coordinates, i.e. li = (li,x1 , li,x2 , . . . , li,xn−1)t.

3 The coordinates of the simplex vertices li can be obtained using a simple iterative
algorithm. Starting with n = 2, the two vertices of the simplex L2 ⊂ R1 are set to
l1 = −0.5 and l2 = 0.5. Then, for any n > 2, to obtain the simplex representing
Ln ∈ Rn−1, a new vertex is added at an orthogonal distance (height)

p
n/2(n− 1)

from the centre of Ln−1. For n = 3, this gives the vertices of an equilateral triangle:
l1 = (−0.5, 0)t, l2 = (0.5, 0)t, l3 = (0,

p
3/4)t; for n = 4, the vertices of a regular

tetrahedron are obtained: l1 = (−0.5, 0, 0)t, l2 = (0.5, 0, 0)t, l3 = (0,
p

3/4, 0)t, l4 =



note that there is no bias to any particular label (even the ‘background’ label).
The uncertain labels, i.e. those that correspond to probabilities pi 6= 1 ∀i, will
be mapped to a position on the simplex that is a linear combination of the crisp
labels’ positions. In general, any probability vector p is mapped to a unique point
l in label space4 Ln ⊂ Rn−1 Ln ⊂ Rn−1 using

l =
n∑
i=1

pili ∈ Ln (2)

The label space is thus defined as

Ln = {
n∑
i=1

pili | pi ∈ [0, 1] ∧
n∑
i=1

pi = 1} (3)

To calculate the probability for z ∈ Ln being label l ∈ Ln, Malcolm et al.
apply:

P (z = l) =
exp(−‖z − l‖2)∑n
i=1 exp(−‖z − li‖2)

(4)

To map a point z ∈ Ln back to a probability vector p = (p1, p2, . . . , pn), we
must then calculate the probabilities of belonging to each of the n classes, i.e.
P (z = li) ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n, according to (4).

1.5 Contribution

In this paper, we argue that (4) is not the proper inverse mapping of (2). If we
refer to the mapping in (2) by f : p → l (probabilities to label space) and to
that in (4) by gM : l→ p (M for Malcolm), then, ideally, we would like to have
gM = f−1, hence (gM ◦ f)(p) = gM (f(p)) = p. However, equation (4) does not
in general guarantee this.

To demonstrate this, as a simple example, take n = 3 and p = (1, 0, 0) at
pixel x. Then, according to (2), z = l = l1. If we now apply (4), we expect
to obtain P (z = l1) = 1, since the label of z is l1, but instead we obtain
1/(1+exp(−‖l1−l2‖2)+exp(−‖l1−l3‖2)) = 1/(1+2ε) 6= 1, where ε = exp(−L2),
with L being the length of any side of the regular simplex. We also expect P (z =
l2) = P (z = l3) = 0, but instead we obtain ε/(1+2ε). So instead of getting back
p = (1, 0, 0) we are getting back p̂ = (1, ε, ε)/(1+2ε)t. Similarly, for p = (0, 1, 0)t

and (0, 0, 1)t, we get back p̂ = (ε, 1, ε)t/(1+2ε) and (ε, ε, 1)t/(1+2ε), respectively.
Similar calculations for crisp labels for any n ≥ 2, i.e. p = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0)t, or a
permutation thereof, can be easily shown to give p̂ = (1, ε, ε, . . . , ε)t/(1+(n−1)ε),
or a respective permutation thereof. It is interesting, however, to note that for
maximally uncertain labels, i.e. pi = 1/n ∀i, using (2) we obtain l = 1/n

∑n
i=1 li,

and using (4) we obtain the correct probabilities back P (z = li) = 1/n ∀i, i.e.

(0, 1
3

p
3/4,

p
4/6)t, etc. Note that, for any n, the length of each side of the resulting

simplex is unity, e.g. ‖l3 − l4‖ = 02 + (1− 1
3

p
3/4)2 + 4

6
= 1.

4 From this point in the paper onward, Ln refers to label space.



the correct inversion of the mapping. As we will see later (Section 3), the error
in the inverse mapping of [1] is proportional to the label certainty, i.e. the error
is zero at the simplex center and increases towards the simplex vertices.

Given the attractive properties of label space, on the one hand, and the
erroneous inverse mapping, on the other, in this paper, we improve the label
space method by providing an accurate inverse mapping (replacing (4)) from
label space to probability vectors.

Other fuzzy shape representations Before presenting the details of our
alternative inverse mapping (Section 2) and presenting qualitative and quanti-
tative results on synthetic objects and brain data (Section 3), we will briefly
summarize some other related shape representations that encoded uncertainty
and fuzziness in shapes, as well methods for performing linear and nonlinear
statistics of shapes, one of the key tasks for in medical image computing. Cootes
et al.’s seminal work on point distribution models (PDM) was based on repre-
senting shapes by (crisp) landmarks followed by performing principle component
analysis (PCA) on the set of shapes [26]. Non-PCA based analyses were also pro-
posed, including the use of independent component analysis [27], factor analysis
[28], and orthomax [29]. Peter and Rangarajan replaced the crisp, impulse-like
shape landmarks by probabilistic, fuzzy landmarks using GMM [30]. Then, they
introduced a closed form solution for the Riemannian metric for the manifold of
the GMM representation and applied their approach to shape matching. Wang
et al. adopted a similar representation but focused on calculating the mean of a
group of GMM-represented shapes after non-rigidly aligning them by minimiz-
ing the Jensen-Shannon Divergence [31]. Several researchers proposed alternative
approaches for dealing with the non-linearity of the shape spaces, such as kernel
PCA [32, 33], polynomial regression generalization of PDM, [34], or mixture mod-
els [35]. In [36], Bowden and Sarhadi applied nonlinear statistics to articulated
shapes. Leventon et al. adopted the SDF representation instead of landmarks and
performed linear PCA to extract shape statistics [37]. In addition to boundary
based shape analysis, approaches related to medial based representations have
been proposed [38]. Borgefors and Svensson applied fuzzy distance transforms to
skeletonization and object decomposition [39, 40], whereas Ward and Hamarneh
measured certainty in skeletal branches based on group evidence [41]. In [42],
Sladoje and Lindblad, represented fuzzy disks by moments. The reader is also
referred to Sladoje’s report reviewing fuzzy shape analysis [43]. Hamarneh et
al. performed local statistics of medial representations [44], whereas Fletcher et
al. developed principle geodesic analysis, a nonlinear extension of PCA initially
designed to analyze m-reps [45]. We finally note that, for years, the visualization
community has identified uncertainty visualization as one of the main problems
in the field [46–48].



2 Barycentric Label Space

We adopt Malcolm et al.’s formulation to transform probability vectors into label
space [1], i.e. the mapping f : p → l governed by (2). However, we replace (4),
which dictates the mapping gM : l → p, with a proper inverse function that
correctly maps label space back to probability vectors. To this end, we make use
of barycentric coordinates and we refer to our mapping as gB : l → p (B for
barycentric).

The theory of barycentric coordinates states that the Cartesian coordinates of
any n dimensional point located on a n−1 dimensional simplex can be calculated
as a weighted linear sum of the coordinates of the simplex vertices. In particular,
the coefficients of this linear sum are called the barycentric coordinates. From (2),
we observe that the probabilities p1, p2, . . . , pn are also coefficients of a weighted
linear sum of simplex vertices, where the vertices are the label space coordinates
l1, l2, . . . , ln corresponding to the n certain labels. Therefore, pi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
are barycentric coordinates, which in turn means they can be used to calculate
the position of any label space l on the simplex. Equation (2) can, therefore, be
regarded as the mapping that converts barycentric coordinates p to Cartesian
label space coordinates l. Therefore, the barycentric representation of each point
l ∈ Ln in label space is equivalent to its corresponding probability vector.

We now shift our attention to the more interesting part; how to convert the
Cartesian coordinates of a point on a simplex to its barycentric coordinates,
as we will adopt this same procedure to convert points in label space to their
corresponding probability vectors, rather than using (4). We denote the Carte-
sian coordinates of a point in label space as l = (lx1 , lx2 , . . . , lxn−1)t. Note the
n − 1 coordinates, since for n labels, l ∈ Ln ⊂ Rn−1. Similarly, the Cartesian
coordinates of the i-th certain labels is denoted li = (li,x1 , li,x2 , . . . , li,xn−1)t.

For n = 2, equation (2) gives l = p1l1+p2l2. Since p1+p2 = 1 and l ∈ L2 ⊂ R1

is described by a single coordinate, we have lx1 = p1l1,x1 + (1 − p1)l2,x1 , which
can be re-written as

(l1,x1 − l2,x1)p1 = (lx1 − l2,x1) (5)

and hence
p1 = (l1,x1 − l2,x1)−1(lx1 − l2,x1) (6)

For n = 3, l = p1l1 + p2l2 + p3l3 ∈ L3 ⊂ R2 is rewritten as(
lx1

lx2

)
= p1

(
l1,x1

l1,x2

)
+ p2

(
l2,x1

l2,x2

)
+ (1− p1 − p2)

(
l3,x1

l3,x2

)
(7)

Re-arranging gives

p1 (l1,x1 − l3,x1) + p2 (l2,x1 − l3,x1) + (l3,x1 − lx1) = 0
p1 (l1,x2 − l3,x2) + p2 (l2,x2 − l3,x2) + (l3,x2 − lx2) = 0

(8)



which can be rewritten in matrix form as T3p = l− l3, where the subscript 3 in
T3 indicates the value of n, and where

T3 =
(
l1,x1 − l3,x1 l2,x1 − l3,x1

l1,x2 − l3,x2 l2,x2 − l3,x2

)
; p =

(
p1

p2

)
; l − l3 =

(
lx1 − l3,x1

lx2 − l3,x2

)
(9)

Similarly, for n = 4, we obtain T4p = l − l4 where

T4 =

 l1,x1 − l4,x1 l2,x1 − l4,x1 l3,x1 − l4,x1

l1,x2 − l4,x2 l2,x2 − l4,x2 l3,x2 − l4,x2

l1,x3 − l4,x3 l2,x3 − l4,x3 l3,x3 − l4,x3

 ;

p =

 p1

p2

p3

 ; l − l4 =

 lx1 − l3,x1

lx2 − l3,x2

lx3 − l3,x3

 (10)

For any n, we obtain the following linear system of equations

Tnp = l − ln (11)

Tn =


l1,x1 − ln,x1 l2,x1 − ln,x1 . . . ln−1,x1 − ln,x1

l1,x2 − ln,x2 l2,x2 − ln,x2 . . . ln−1,x2 − ln,x2

...
...

. . .
...

l1,xn−1 − ln,xn−1 l2,xn−1 − ln,xn−1 . . . ln−1,xn
− ln,xn

 ;

p =


p1

p2

...
pn−1

 ; l − ln =


lx1 − ln,x1

lx2 − ln,x2

...
lxn−1 − ln,xn−1


(12)

where Tn is of size (n−1)× (n−1) and its i-th column is obtained by subtract-
ing the Cartesian coordinates of the n-th simplex vertex ln from the Cartesian
coordinates of i-th vertex li. Since the n − 1 columns of Tn are essentially the
edges of the simplex in n− 1 dimensions spanning n− 1 dimensions, Tn is full
rank, i.e. non-singular and invertible. Finding the probability vector (barycen-
tric coordinates) corresponding to a label space representation is then obtained
using the following equations (instead of (4)).

p = (p1, p2, . . . , pn−1)t = T−1
n (l − ln) (13)

pn = 1− p1 − p2 − · · · − pn−1 (14)

3 Results

3.1 Error in the inverse mapping

Adopting (2) as the forward mapping f : p → l from probabilities to label
space, we compare the two alternative inverse mappings from label space to



probabilities g : l→ p: Malcolm et al.’s which is captured by (4) and denoted as
gM , and our proposed barycentric inverse mapping summarized in (13) and (14)
and denoted gB . We quantify the error in the inverse mapping using a relative
inverse composition error εinv,

εinv(p) =
‖(g ◦ f)(p)− p‖

‖p‖
(15)

which we calculate for both gM and gB , as εinvM and εinvB , respectively. Ideally,
(g ◦ f)(p) = p and hence εinv(p) = 0. In Figure 1, we examine the error values
for different values of the number of labels n. It is clear that εinvB is practically
zero whereas εinvM increases with the number of labels and plateaus at around
0.7 at 100 labels. We also note that the variance in εinvM is gradually decreasing.
The reason for the variance, in the first place, is that the error is dependent on
the value of the probability vector. To obtain the mean and standard deviations
shown in Figure 1, we performed a Monte Carlo simulation with 10,000 random
probability vectors for each n. To ensure a proper sampling of the label space,
we choose random probability vectors sampled from a Dirichlet distribution with
parameters α1 = ... = αn = 1, which has a uniform distribution within the n−1
dimensional open simplex and zero elsewhere [49]. The sampling was realized
by first drawing n independent random samples y1, ..., yn from a gamma distri-
butions Γ (k = 1, θ = 1) then obtaining the probabilities as pi = yi/

∑n
j=1 yj

[50].

3.2 Relationship between error and uncertainty

The error in the inverse mapping gM depends not only on the number of labels
n but also on the specific probability vector. As we demonstrated with a simple
example Section 1.4, if pi = 1/n ∀i, the error in the inverse mapping gM is zero,
but whenever this condition is not met gM produces positive error. We explore
this further in Figure 2. Again, we note that εinvB is practically zero (10−16),
whereas εinvM is only zero at the centre of the simplex (pi = 1/3, i = 1, 2, 3) and
increases outwards to reach maximal error at the vertices (the certain labels).
In Figure 3, we quantify the error as a function of uncertainty, measured as
normalized Shannon’s entropy −

Pn
i=1 pi log2 pi

−
Pn

i=1
1
n log2

1
n

= − 1
log2 n

∑n
i=1 pi log2 pi, i.e. nor-

malized by the maximum entropy for each n. Note the monotonically decreasing
non-linear behavior of εinvM vs. entropy.

3.3 Effect of error on fuzzy brain images

We applied both our approach (gB) and that of Malcolm et al. (gM ) to probabilis-
tic maps of 20 subjects from BrainWeb [51]. For each subject and at each pixel, 12
probability values capture the pixel’s fuzzy membership to one of the 12 classes:
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), etc (see com-
plete list in Table 1). We quantified the relative inverse composition error εinv in
representing the probabilistic map of the whole mid-sagittal plane (MSP) of the
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Fig. 1: Relative inverse composition error εinv for Malcolm et al.’s approach (εinvM
in blue with vertical error bars) and our proposed barycentric method (εinvB in
red).

20 subjects. We compared the results of using gM to our proposed barycentric la-
bel space approach, gB . For each subject, we calculated εmsp = 1

N

∑N
i=1 ε

inv(xi),
where N is the number of pixels xi in the MSP. The average εmsp over 20 sub-
jects using gB was εmspB = 0.780×10−16 versus εmspM = 0.835 for gM . In Table 1,
we present the results of a similar error comparison but performed on a region-
by-region basis, i.e. we calculate εr = 1

Nr

∑Nr

i=1 ε
inv(xi), where r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 12}

is the region index and Nr is the number of pixels in each region (e.g. CSF, GM,
WM). We note that, using gB , εrB is practically zero whereas εrM is around 0.83
for all regions. Figure 4 compares the probability maps of CSF, GM, and WM
for a single subject, averaged over 20 subjects in probability space, and aver-
aged in label space followed by using either gB or gM . Note the similarity in the
results obtained by gB to the average probabilities. Also note the erroneously
attenuated probabilities resulting from gM .
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Fig. 2: Relative inverse composition error εinvM (left) and εinvB (right) at the dif-
ferent points in L3. 10,000 random probability vectors sampled from a Dirichlet
distribution are used to create this plot.

Label εr
B εr

M

1. background 0.212× 10−16 ± 0.063× 10−16 0.837± 0.000
2. cerebrospinal fluid 1.161× 10−16 ± 0.103× 10−16 0.834± 0.001
3. grey matter 0.989× 10−16 ± 0.105× 10−16 0.833± 0.001
4. white matter 1.789× 10−16 ± 0.235× 10−16 0.833± 0.001
5. fat 2.649× 10−16 ± 0.160× 10−16 0.836± 0.001
6. muscle 1.172× 10−16 ± 0.121× 10−16 0.832± 0.001
7. muscle/Skin 0.354× 10−16 ± 0.146× 10−16 0.836± 0.000
8. skull 0.368× 10−16 ± 0.229× 10−16 0.836± 0.000
9. vessels 1.048× 10−16 ± 0.044× 10−16 0.828± 0.001
10. around fat 0.852× 10−16 ± 0.107× 10−16 0.831± 0.002
11. dura matter 0.852× 10−16 ± 0.071× 10−16 0.833± 0.001
12. bone marrow 0.706× 10−16 ± 0.061× 10−16 0.836± 0.001

Table 1: Relative inverse composition error (mean±s.d.) averaged over different
brain regions for 20 subjects.



Fig. 3: Relative inverse composition error εinvM as a function of normalized
Shannon’s entropy for different numbers of labels n = {1=lowest blue curve,
2, 3, . . . , 10=topmost green plot}.



Fig. 4: Comparison between probability maps of CSF (top row), GM (mid-
dle row), and WM (bottom row), obtained in alternative ways (the different
columns): the probability map of a single BrainWeb subject (leftmost column),
the average probability map of all subjects (2nd column), the average performed
in label space and mapped back to probabilities using our barycentric approach,
gB (3rd column), and using Malcolm et al.’s method, gM (last column). Proba-
bility value p(x) = 1 is shown as white and p(x) = 0 as black.



3.4 PCA in label space

In this experiment, we focus on the results obtained from performing principle
component analysis (PCA) in label space. Since our approach shares the same
mapping from probability to label space as Malcolm et al., the principle modes of
variation in label space will be the same in both approaches. However, we show
erroneous results when using Malcolm’s approach (gM ) to explore the modes of
variation in probability space, as opposed to the accurate results we obtain with
our barycentric method (gB). To this end, in our first experiment, we created a
training set of probability maps containing only two types of 50×50-pixel images
(Figure 5). One set contains a crisp rectangle, i.e. p(x) = (1, 0)t inside and (0, 1)t

outside, and the other contains the same rectangle except that its lower side is
characterized by uncertainty, i.e. rather than a crisp transition of the probability
from (1, 0)t inside the rectangle to (0, 1)t outside, the probability changes grad-
ually, i.e. (1, 0), (0.9, 1), (0.8, 0.2), . . . , (0, 1). The maximum likelihood labeling of
both probability maps produce the exact same labeling. The probability maps
are then converted to label space representation L2(using (2)), on which PCA is
performed. To explore the principle modes of variation in probability space, we
used either gM or gB . Figure 5 shows samples along the main mode of variation
of the probability maps. Note how using gB results in probability values accu-
rately relating to what is exhibited in the training set, whereas poor probability
values result when using gM . In the second experiment, we followed similar steps
but on BrainWeb data. PCA was performed on the label space representation
L12 ⊂ R11 of the MSP of all 20 subjects. The resulting variation along the first
mode of variation is shown in Figure 6, where again we notice improved results
when using gB over gM .

Fig. 5: PCA in label space on rectangular shapes. (leftmost column) the two
types of images in the training set. (5 rightmost columns) mean probability map
displaced {−1,−0.5, 0, 0.5, and 1} ×

√
λ along the the first mode of variation,

where λ is the variance explained by that mode, using gB (1st row) and gM (2nd

row). p(x) = 1 is shown as white and p(x) = 0 as black. Note the attenuated
probabilities resulting from gM that do not reflect the values in the training
data.



Fig. 6: PCA in label space on BrainWeb data. Rows 1-3 and 5-7 show the vari-
ability in the resulting probability maps for CSF, GM, and WM along the first
mode of variation. The 4th and 8th rows use their respective previous three
rows as RGB channels. Rows 1-4 are obtained using our barycentric method
(gB), where as rows 5-8 are obtained using Malcolm et al.’s approach (gM ).
The columns (from left to right) correspond the mean probability map displaced
{−2,−1, 0, 1, and 2} ×

√
λ along the the first mode of variation, where λ is the

variance explained by that mode. Note the low probability values when using
gB .



3.5 Smoothing in label space

We re-created the smoothing experiment from [1], in which label space represen-
tation and binary vector representation ([18]) of an image with 4 labels (including
background) are smoothed. As demonstrated in [1], Figure 7(f) shows that the
smoothing among multiple labels using binary vectors yields points closer to
the background (black) than any of the original labels. On the contrary, the la-
bel space representation (Figure 7(e)) is able to correctly smooth out the sharp
corners at the interface between different labels without erroneous introduction
of the black background labels. The fuzzy labels appearing after smoothing in
label space are converted to crisp labels using the nearest crisp label. Similar
results are obtained if the maximum likely label is chosen. Figure 7(a-d) com-
pares the probability maps obtained using either our approach (gB) or Malcolm
et al.’s (gM ) following the label space smoothing iterations. It is clear that the
inverse mapping gM is not appropriate (left sub-columns under Figure 7(a-d)) as
it has the effect of attenuating the probability values, even though the ordering
of the probabilities within the probability vector remains the same (and hence
the equal maximum likely label in both approaches).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 7: Smoothing in label space. The top row shows (a) the initial (before
smoothing) probability map of region 1 (the top half of the image), (b) re-
gion 2 (lower left quadrant), (c) region 3 (lower right quadrant), (d) the three
probability maps combined into one RGB rendering, (e) each pixel is labelled
according to the nearest crisp label in label space (similar results obtained with
the maximum likely label), and (f) using the binary vector representation of
[18]. The remaining rows show increasing levels of smoothing performed in label
space (except for (f)). Note that there are two, left and right, sub-columns under
each main column corresponding to using our method (gB) and Malcolm et al’s
(gM ), respectively. In (a-d), pure red, green, and blue correspond to probability
1 and black to zero. In (e), the pure colors correspond to the three labels, with
a forth black (or background) label erroneously appearing under (f). Note how
our method returns improved probability maps (in (a-d)), even though the crisp
labels are the same (in (e)) and are better than (f).



3.6 Effect of error on uncertainty

One of the important advantages of a probabilistic representation of label fields
is the ability to calculate uncertainty values in the image domain as this af-
fects the confidence that end users have in the results (e.g. from probabilistic
or multi-rater segmentation) and may affect decision-making for clinical tasks
such as diagnosis or therapy. Further, uncertainty values are useful for self-
learning algorithms as demonstrated in [17]. Figure 8 compares the uncertainty
values obtained after converting probability fields to label space and back to
probability using either our barycentric inverse mapping approach gB or using
Malcolm et al.’s gM . The normalized uncertainty at every pixel x is calculated
as U(p(x)) = −1

log2 n

∑n
i=1 pi(x) log2 pi(x), and the absolute error in uncertainty

when using gM is calculated εuncertM (x) = |UM−U |, where UM = U(gM ◦f)(p(x)),
and similarly for εuncertB (x) when using gB . The results are obtained on the
smoothed data set from Figure 7 and on a fuzzy membership map of the MSP
of a BrainWeb subject in Figure 4. Note the influence of the error in gM on the
uncertainty calculations.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 8: Effect of the inverse mappings gB and gM on uncertainty calculation. (a)
Probability map p(x) (three probability entries are visualized as RGB channels).
(b) Uncertainty U(p(x)) = U(gB ◦f)(p(x)). (c) U(gM ◦f)(p(x)). (d) Absolute er-
ror in uncertainty εuncertM (εuncertB = 0 not shown). The 1st row uses the smoothed
image of rectangles from Figure 7 whereas the MSP of a BrainWeb subject is
used in the 2nd row. The RGB channels in the brain example correspond to
CSF, GM, and WM, respectively. In all images pure white, red, green, or blue
corresponds to 1 and black to zero.

4 Conclusions

Richly labelled fields are common in medical imaging for representing multiple
organs or substructures. Given different sources of uncertainty in the labeling



(e.g. graded decomposition, multiple raters, fuzzy processing, probabilistic seg-
mentation), it is desirable to have a multi-label representation that encodes
uncertainty. It is also desirable that this representation forms a vector space
facilitating algebraic manipulation (e.g. smoothing or statistical analysis), be
capable of representing certain as well as uncertain labels, is devoid from arbi-
trary normalization or other ad-hoc operations, and provides an invertible bijec-
tive mapping with probabilistic atlases. Label space is a powerful approach but
whose inverse exponential mapping [1] falls short of satisfying that last require-
ment of invertibility. To address this deficiency, we substituted the exponential
inverse mapping (from label space to probability vectors) with a mapping that
is based on solving a non-singular system of linear equations, which in turn is
based on ideas from the theory of barycentric coordinates. In contrast to the
mapping of [1], we showed that in our barycentric approach the composition of
the mapping and its inverse guarantees the identity transformation. We quanti-
fied these inversion errors for different types of images (e.g. brain, rectangular
shapes) and image manipulation scenario (e.g. smoothing, linear statistics, and
uncertainty calculation).
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